PRESS RELEASE
‘Atmosfear' by Jon Tugores
From February 25 to June 27, 2021

The Cultural Center of Terrassa (CCT) together with the Fundació Antiga Caixa de Terrassa hosts for the
first time an exhibition of the photographer and architect Jon Tugores, which under the title "ATMOSFear" can be seen from February 25 to June 27, 2021.

Jon Tugores aims to provoke through the art of aerial photography a reaction on human interaction in urban and periurban areas.
‘ATMOS-FEAR' has a critical spirit and a capacity to connect with nature, urbanism, painting, design, architecture, art
and poetic culture.
‘ATMOS-FEAR' is a phonetic provocation of the relationship city versus environment via territorial readings of Europe.
'’ATMOS-FEAR' presents an interpretation of territory, a narrative of our place. understanding as 'our' place, the portion
of the planet where we live, sleep, enjoy, cry, tweet, build, read and all that we do alone and in society. This exhibition
integrates the atmosphere and its degree of energy, pollution, its transformative potential as a never underestimated
ingredient for analysis. The atmosphere as an existential protagonist and catalyst of the planet. We think together
about how we are transforming our cities, towns, forests, the economy, the future. Recently we have the first analyses
made by mathematical programs, which interpret the 'Big-Data' on our ethical behavior versus the planet. The data
tell us that we are facing a possibly irreversible moment.
‘ATMOS-FEAR' presents on this occasion Terrassa as a large European city that is obliged to take an attitude and a
commitment to the environment. At a time when everything is constantly changing, and it does so in real time! As
Zygmunt Bauman explained in 'Liquid Life', we have learned to live quickly, but it seems that there are certain
parameters that we find it difficult to adapt to. The point of no return will make us assume a new Terrassa that we
cannot imagine now. The images presented here document this moment.
Are we facing the last images of Terrassa before climate change?
Being 'work in progress', this exhibition aims to continue the path opened in the first exhibition under the title 'ATMOSFEAR', playing phonetically with the concept of 'Atmosphere'.
‘ATMOS-FEAR' is part of a traveling exhibition that will tour Europe.
‘ATMOS-FEAR' is complemented by a series of photographs from the 'ABSTRACTIONS' collection. Images that
capture the beauty of everything that touches the atmosphere.
All the pictures are taken from a moving aircraft and with the following cameras: Sony Alpha7 IVR, Sony Alpha 7IIR
and Nikon D7200.

‘ATMOS-FEAR' Round Tables
The exhibition is complemented by two round tables where the binomial 'Ethics Vs City' will be discussed, a ThinkTank that will serve to reflect on the model of city we want in the future.
-April 15, 2021
Moderated by Anna Gener (economist). With Jordi Bernadó (photographer), Xavier Matilla (architect) and
Laura Pinyol (journalist).
-May 27th, 2021
Moderator Pep Salazar (Actor, Executive Director of OFFF)
With Vicente Guallart (architect), Assumpció Puig (architect, degana of COAC) and Olga Subirós (architect).
_
‘ATMOS-FEAR' and schools:
The exhibition participates in the pedagogical program the Art Explorers in the Cultural Center that has the purpose
of collaborating with the schools in the curricular development of the Artistic Education Area.
_
ATMOS-FEAR and Music:
Closing Concert by the musician Nico Roig.

https://www.nicoroig.com

Jon Tugores [Lancashire, UK. 1968].
Jon is an architect, airline pilot, university professor and photographer. Polyhedral person who hybridizes his four
disciplines in reciprocal experiences. He is an actor in the current technological moment. Defender and promoter of
hyper-technology as an environmental solution. He has lived in London, Berlin, Vienna, Dallas, Bahrain, Dublin, Madrid,
Mallorca, Barcelona and Terrassa where he has his architecture studio. Professor at the Escola Técnica Superior
d'Arquitectura del Vallès, Universitat Internacional de Catalunya, New York Institute of Technology and currently at the
School of Aeronautical and Aerospace Engineers in Terrassa.
+50 architectural projects, +20 awards, 5 books, 1 documentary, +10,000 flight hours, +25,000 photographs of the
planet endorse him as an atypical character in today’s cultural sceenario.
In 2019 he presented his first solo exhibition in Barcelona at the Hotel Alma. Curated by Joaquín Ausejo and presented
by journalist Félix Riera. In 2021, he will exhibit again individually in Terrassa, Berlin, and in 2022 in Manchester.

Venice Architecture Biennale promoted by the Institut Ramón Llull 2021.
Jon participates with some photographs in the Catalan pavilion curated by architect Olga Subirós, which will be held
this year 2021, the project called 'air/aria/air' will occupy the Catalan pavilion promoted by the Institut Ramon LLull.
It is a radical proposal that appeals to urban planners and architects to get involved in the redesign of the cities.

"Jon Tugores, architect, photographer and pilot has been able to reinvent urban photography from an airplane, from

his perseverance in capturing multiple moments over several years, from the same position in the cockpit of an airplane
or helicopter. Images that confront the scale of geography with the scale of the urban that emerge from the
atmospheric mist filtered by sunlight. Jon Tugores is able to connect the passion and beauty of a territorial aerial image
with the direct compression of a humanized landscape. Jon, when he photographs, he draws".
Vicente Guallart
Contact:
W: photo-jontugores.com
E: info@jontugores.com
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MORE INFORMATION
Cultural Center
Fundació Antiga Caixa de Terrassa Foundation
VISITING HOURS
Monday to Saturday from 16 to 21 h
Sundays and holidays open on performance days.
PRICE
Free admission
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